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Course Outcome Summary 

British Literature 

Course Information: 

Description: Have you ever been curious and wanted to learn about Dante’s Inferno and his 

description of the underworld? Do you like stories about knights in shining armor 

battling monsters to save a damsel in distress? Then British Literature is for you! 

This course covers the Anglo-Saxon Period to the end of England's Age of 

Reason, and will strengthen a student's critical analysis skills through reading, 

writing, and multimedia presentations. 

Instruction Level: Junior and Senior 

Total Credits: 1 

Course Standards: Based on CCRS (33-36 Band) 

 CLR 701. Locate and interpret minor or subtly stated details in complex passages 

 CLR 702. Locate important details in highly complex passages 

 CLR 703. Draw logical conclusions in complex passages 

 CLR 704. Draw simple logical conclusions in highly complex passages 

 CLR 705. Draw complex or subtle logical conclusions, often by synthesizing information 

from different portions of the passage 

 CLR 706. Paraphrase statements as they are used in complex passages 

 IDT 701. Identify or infer a central idea or theme in complex passages or their 

paragraphs 

 IDT 702. Summarize key supporting ideas and details in highly complex passages 

 REL 701. Order sequences of events in complex passages 

 REL 702. Understand implied or subtly stated comparative relationships in complex 

passages 

 REL 703. Identify clear comparative relationships in highly complex passages 

 REL 704. Understand implied or subtly stated cause-effect relationships in complex 

passages 

 REL 705. Identify clear cause-effect relationships in highly complex passages 

 WME 701. Analyze how the choice of a specific word or phrase shapes meaning or tone 

in passages when the effect is subtle or complex 

 WME 702. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in complex passages, including 

determining technical, connotative, and figurative meanings 

 WME 703. Interpret words and phrases in a passage that makes extensive use of 

figurative, general academic, domain-specific, or otherwise difficult language 
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 TST 701. Analyze how one or more sentences in passages relate to the whole passage 

when the function is subtle or complex passage 

 TST 702. Identify or infer the function of paragraphs in complex passages 

 TST 703. Analyze the overall structure of highly complex passages 

 PPV 701. Identify or infer a purpose in complex passages and how that purpose shapes 

content and style 

 PPV 702. Understand point of view in highly complex passages 

 ARG 701. Analyze how one or more sentences in passages offer reasons for or support a 

claim when the relationship is subtle or complex 

 ARG 702. Identify or infer a central claim in complex passages 

 ARG 703. Identify a clear central claim in highly complex passages 

 SYN 701. Draw logical conclusions using information from multiple portions of two 

informational texts 

 

Prerequisites: Freshman & Sophomore English 

Unit 

1. Unit 1: Anglo-Saxon 450-1066 

2. Unit 2: Medieval Era 1066-1500 

3. Unit 3: Renaissance 1500-1650 

4. Unit 4: Age of Reason 1650-1780 

5. Unit 5: British Literature in the Modern Era 

Unit Outlines 

Unit 1: Anglo-Saxon 450-1066 

Standards: CLR 701, CLR 703, CLR 705, CLR 706, IDT 701, REL 701, REL 702, REL 704, 

WME 701, WME 702, TST 701, TST 702, TST 703, PPV 701, PPV 702, ARG 701, ARG 702, 

SYN 701 

Unit Enduring Understandings:   

 Students analyze, synthesize, and evaluate a number of literary pieces from the Anglo-

Saxon era to trace the development of themes, consider sequence of historical movements 

and events as presented through the literature, determine the meaning of words and 

phrases, analyze how an author’s choice contribute to overall structure and meaning.  

 Students with then engage in collaborative discussions to evaluate the epic poem, taking 

into account the role of the Epic Hero, the pageantry of the Oral Tradition, the purpose 

and nature of dialogue, the use of parallelisms, the use of symbolic descriptions, and the 

use of sentence structure to lend to the overall appeal of the literature.  

 Students with then engage in collaborative discussions to evaluate the “Transition” pieces 

of Anglo-Saxon literature, and how they lend to the transition not only in culture, but also 

in the literary movements in that era.    
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Unit Essential Questions:   

 How does analyzing literature help me become aware of the culture on the Anglo-Saxon 

era? 

 How am I impacted by the words and phrases used in Oral Tradition? 

 How does analyzing Anglo-Saxon literature help me make decisions and come to 

understandings about the modern world around me? 

Students will know:   

 Explore authors, histories, and identifying characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon period of 

British Literature 

 Assess selected poems, plays, essays, novels, and short stories 

 Measure signigicant influences of British Literature 

Students will be able to: 

 Read to understand plot, conflict, and characterization and how they develop the Oral 

Tradition of social issues presented in the poem 

 Engage in small group discussion, following the rules of specified roles to develop a 

well-rounded understanding of the Oral Tradition of social issues presented in the poem 

 Identify customs, mores, and social structure of the Anglo-Saxon period 

 Identify major changes in the evolution of the English language during the 

Anglo-Saxon period through a comparison of different pieces from that era 

 Describe domnant literary forms/conventions of the Anglo-Sazon period such as 

ecclesiastical hsitory, epic, and oral traditions 

 Describe elements of characterizaion 

 Describe irony and tone 

 Deseacribe elements of plot 

 Identify the universal quality of character 

 Identify the universal quality of plot 

 Identify the universal quality of literary devices such as tone and symbolism  

 Identify the universal quality of theme 

 Identify style trends in period literature 

 Identify content trends in period literature 

 Identify historic trends in period literature 

 Identify effect style may have from period to period 

 Identify effect historic events may have from period to period 

Performance Tasks:   

The Students Will: 

 Generate a written summarized record of perspectives of themes discussed in small 

groups 

Students will answer a number of analytical essay questions that focus on the culture and how it 

is reflected in the literature 

Other Assessments (Rubrics, Quiz/Test, Project, etc.):   
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The Students Will: 

 Daily group discussion questions 

 Daily reading comprehension quizzes 

 MEL-Con Writing on analytical points 

Unit 2: Medieval 1066-1500 

CCRS (33-36 band): CLR 702, CLR 704, IDT 702, REL 703, REL 705, WME 703, PPV 701, 

PPV 702, ARG 703, SYN 701 

Unit Enduring Understandings:   

 Students analyze, synthesize, and evaluate a number of literary pieces from the Medieval 

era to trace the development of themes, consider sequence of historical movements as 

shown in the literature, determine the meaning of words and phrases, analyze how an 

author’s choice contribute to overall structure and meaning.  

 Students with then engage in collaborative discussions to evaluate in-depth 

characterizations, taking into account the role of the Narrative Poetry, the pageantry of 

rhyme and meter, the purpose and nature of dialogue, the symbolic descriptions, and the 

sentence structure and how they contribute to character descriptions as well as plot 

development.   

 Students will then engage in collaborative discussions to evaluate the “Transition” pieces 

of Medieval literature, and how they lend to the transition not only in culture, but also in 

the literary movements in that era. 

Unit Essential Questions:   

 How does analyzing Medieval literature help me become aware of the culture on the 

Medieval era? 

 How am I impacted by syntax, rhyme and meter as well as the in-depth character 

descriptions? 

 How does analyzing Medieval literature help me make decisions about the modern world 

around me? 

 How does the comparison of Anglo-Saxon and Medieval literature help me understand 

the cultures of those eras better? 

Students will know:   

 Explore authors, histories, and identifying characteristics of the Medieval period of 

British Literature 

 Compare and contrast various works from periods of British Literature 

 Assess selected poems, plays, essays, novels, and short stories 

 Measure signigicant influences of British Literature 

Students will be able to: 

 Read to understand plot, conflict, and characterization and how they are used to develop 

the social issues presented in the literature 
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 Engage in small group discussion, following the rules of specified roles to develop a 

well-rounded understanding of how the characterization lends to the understanding of 

social issues presented in the literature 

 Identify customs, mores, and social structure of the Medieval period 

 Identify major changes in the evolution of the English language during the Medieval 

period 

 Describe dominant literary forms/conventions of the Medieval period such as ballad and 

parable 

 Describe elements of characterizaion 

 Describe irony and tone 

 Deseacribe elements of plot 

 Define anaolgy, paradox, allusion, theme, symbolism 

 Identify the universal quality of character 

 Identify the universal quality of plot 

 Identify the universal quality of literary devices such as tone and symbolism 

 Identify the universal quality of theme 

 Identify style trends in period literature 

 Identify content trends in period literature 

 Identify historic trends in period literature 

 Identify effect style may have from period to period 

 Identify effect historic events may have from period to period 

Performance Tasks:   

The Students Will: 

 Generate a written summarized record of perspectives of themes discussed in small 

groups  

 Students will write comparisons on the transition of key characteristic of British culture 

and how they are represented in the literature 

 Students will answer a number of essay questions that focus on the culture and how it is 

reflected in the literature 

Other Assessments (Rubrics, Quiz/Test, Project, etc.):   

The Students Will: 

 Daily group discussion questions 

 Daily reading comprehension quizzes 

 MEL-Con Writing on analytical points 

Unit 3: Renaissance 1500-1660 

CCRS (Band 33-36): CLR 702, CLR 704, IDT 702, REL 703, REL 705, WME 703, PPV 701, 

PPV 702, ARG 703, SYN 701 

Unit Enduring Understandings:   

 Students analyze, synthesize, and evaluate a number of literary pieces from the 

Renaissance era to trace the development of themes, consider sequence of historical 
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movements and events, determine the meaning of words and phrases, analyze how an 

author’s choice contribute to overall structure and meaning.  

 Students with then engage in collaborative discussions to evaluate an epic allegory, 

taking into account the role of the chivalrous knight and damsel in distress 

characterization and how their type characters are used symbolically in the allegory. 

Students will also consider the pageantry of rhyme and meter, the purpose and nature of 

dialogue, the symbolic descriptions, and the sentence structure and how they contribute to 

the overall allegory and its symbolism to the culture of the Renaissance era.  

 Students with then engage in collaborative discussions to evaluate the “Transition” pieces 

of Renaissance literature, and how they lend to the transition not only in culture, but also 

in the literary movements in that era.    

Unit Essential Questions:   

 How does analyzing allegorical literature help me make informed decisions about the 

world around me? 

 How am I impacted by cultural issues such as politics, social customs, and religion as 

they were in the Renaissance era? 

 How am I impacted by words selection and arrangement? 

Students will know:   

 Explore authors, histories, and identifying characteristics of the Renaissance period of 

British Literature 

 Compare and contrast various works from periods of British Literature 

 Assess selected poems, plays, essays, novels, and short stories. 

 Measure signigivant influences of British Literature    

Students will be able to:  

 Read to understand plot, conflict, and characterization and how they develop the allegory 

of social issues presented in the story 

 Engage in small group discussion, following the rules of specified roles to develop a 

well-rounded understanding of the allegory of social issues presented in the story 

 dentify customs, mores, and social structure of the Renaissance period 

 Identify major changes in the evolution of the English language during the Renaissance 

period  

 Describe dominant literary forms/conventions of Renaissance period such as play forms, 

types of peotry 

 Describe elements of characterizaion 

 Describe irony and tone 

 Deseacribe elements of plot 

 Define anaolgy, allusion, theme, symbolism 

 Identify the universal quality of character 

 Identify the universal quality of plot 

 Identify the universal quality of literary devices such as tone and symbolism  

 Identify the universal quality of theme 

 Identify style trends in period literature 
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 Identify content trends in period literature 

 Identify historic trends in period literature 

 Identify effect style may have from period to period 

 Identify effect historic events may have from period to period 

 

Performance Tasks:   

The Students Will: 

 Generate a written summarized record of perspectives of themes discussed in small 

groups  

 Students will write comparisons on the transition of key characteristic of British culture 

and how they are represented in the literature  

 Students will answer a number of essay questions that focus on the culture and how it is 

reflected in the literature 

Other Assessments (Rubrics, Quiz/Test, Project, etc.):   

The Students Will: 

 Daily group discussion questions 

 Daily reading comprehension quizzes 

 MEL-Con Writing on analytical points 

Unit 4: Age of Reason 1650-1780 

CCRS (Band 33-36):  

By this point in the semester, all standards will have been covered and students will 

continue to use them. The following standards, however, will be more heavily emphasized 

as the students work through more complex pieces of literature. CLR 702, CLR 704, IDT 

702, REL 703, REL 705, WME 703, PPV 701, PPV 702, ARG 703, SYN 701 

Unit Enduring Understandings:   

Students select a novel from several options provided by the teacher. All options center on a 

common topic of constitutional significance (slavery – historical and modern contexts). Students 

engage in collaborative discussions and construct a literary analysis about the novel.     

Unit Essential Questions:   

 How does analyzing literature help me make decisions about the world around me? 

 How am I impacted by issues of constitutionality? 

 How am I impacted by words? 

Students will know:   

 Explore authors, histories, and identifying characteristics of the Age of Reason period of 

British Literature 

 Compare and contrast various works from periods of British Literature 

 Assess selected poems, plays, essays, novels, and short stories. 

o Measure signigivant influences of British Literature  
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Students will be able to: 

 Identify customs, mores, and social structure of the Age of Reason period 

 Identify major changes in the evolution of the English language during the 

 Age of Reason period  

 Describe dominant literary forms/conventions of the Age of Reason period such as satire 

and mock epic 

 Describe elements of characterizaion 

 Describe irony and tone 

 seacribe elements of plot 

 Define anaolgy, paradox, allusion, theme, symbolism 

 Identify the universal quality of character 

 Identify the universal quality of plot 

 Identify the universal quality of literary devices such as tone, symbolism, verse and meter 

 Identify the universal quality of theme 

 Identify style trends in period literature 

 Identify content trends in period literature 

 Identify hsitoric trends in period literature 

 Identify effect style may have from period to period 

 Identify effect historic events may have from period to period 

Performance Tasks:   

The Students Will: 

 Generate a written summarized record of perspectives of themes discussed in small 

groups 

Other Assessments (Rubrics, Quiz/Test, Project, etc.):   

The Students Will: 

 Daily group discussion questions 

 MEL-Con Prompts 

Unit 5: British Literature in the Modern Era 

By this point in the semester, all standards will have been covered and students will continue to 

use them. The following standards, however, will be more heavily emphasized as the students 

work through more complex pieces of literature. CLR 702, CLR 704, IDT 702, REL 703, REL 

705, WME 703, PPV 701, PPV 702, ARG 703, SYN 701 

Unit Enduring Understandings:   

 Students select a modern media form from several options provided by the teacher. All 

options center on the common topic of elements and characteristics seen in the Anglo-

Saxon, Medieval, and Renaissance eras of British Literature.  

 Students engage in collaborative discussions and construct a literary analysis/compare 

and contrast between the modern media form and the elements/characteristics seen in the 

Anglo-Saxon, Medieval, and Renaissance eras of British Literature.  
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 Students select an audience and use technology and/or digital media to share their 

analysis/comparison between the modern representation of the elements/characteristics 

seen in the Anglo-Saxon, Medieval, and Renaissance eras of British Literature. 

Unit Essential Questions:   

 How has British Literature influenced contemporary society? 

 What makes those elements and characteristics of British Literature timeless? 

 How do task, purpose, and audience influence the presentation of elements and 

characteristics of British Literature? 

Students will know:   

 How to analyze pieces of British Literature that relate to the elements/characteristics they 

want to compare to modern media representations of that literature, analyzing the 

organization and presentation of ideas  

 How to write a standard 5 paragraph essay using MLA format 

 How to write a speaker’s outline 

 Produce an Interpretive Performance 

Students will be able to:   

 Compare and Contrast Various Works from Periods of British Literature 

 Measure Significant Influences of British Literature 

 Use Writing Process 

 Document Research Material 

 Identify Tasks, Issues, and Deadlines for Project 

Performance Tasks:   

The Students Will: 

 Generate a written argument that presents their comparison between the modern media 

presentation and the elements/characteristics seen in the Anglo-Saxon, Medieval, and 

Renaissance eras of British Literature 

 Create a media product based on that essay to share with peers 

 

Other Assessments (Rubrics, Quiz/Test, Project, etc.):   

The Students Will: 

 Discuss with peers the progress of their papers and critique each other’s writing 

 

 

 

 


